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Dear Moe :

0

This is in further regard to your July 22, 1991, letter
concerning the American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO (APWU)
delegation of authority to its affiliated local unions .
Since our November 5 meeting to discuss this issue was
canceled by Mr . Anderson due to scheduling conflicts, let me
take this opportunity to clarify and expand upon my earlier
responses to your letter .

Since 1971, the Postal Service and the APWU have been
successfully administering national collective bargaining
agreements and in so doing, interacting with each other's
It is our intention to continue
agents at the local level .
doing precisely that during the period of the 1990 National
Agreement . Accordingly, the Postal Service should be
recorded as accepting your delegation of authority to the
extent that it is consistent with the provisions of the 1990
National Agreement . This expression of acceptance is
without prejudice to our existing positions concerning the
relative scope of the parties' bargaining authority under
the terms of the National Agreement, especially Articles 3
and 19 thereof .
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Sherry A . Cagnoli
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Notice : ia:s opi:uon is subject to :o^.^. :1 revision before publication
is the Federal Reporter or U .S .App .D.C . Reports. Lisesa are requested
to notify the Cleric of any formal errors in order that corrections may be
made before the bound volumes go to press.
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FO$ THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

No. 85-5167
A1IZERIC.~'~I POSTAL WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO,
APPELLANT

v.
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

"

Appeal from the United States District Court
for the District of Columbia
(Civil Action No. 83-02921)

."

Argued January 28, 1986
Decided April 18, 1986
Arthur M. Luby for appellant
Scott T. Sr¢gie, Assistant United States Attorney,
with whom Joseph E. diGenovd, United States Attorney,
Royce C. Ldrnberth and R. Craig Lawrence, Assistant
United States Attorneys were on the brief for appellee .
Bills of costs mast be filed within 14 days alter end of judgment The
court bolts with disfavor upon motions to file bMs of costs out of lima
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Before : EDwutns and GIvsBVxG, Circuit Judges, and
.untCxn
F
.D,' Senior Circuit Judge, United States Court
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuik
Opinion for the Court filed by Circuit Judge EDWARDS.

EDw.~LRDS, Circuit Judge : The instant appeal challenges a decision of the District Court refusing to enforce a labor arbitration award. Because we find that
the trial judge simply substituted his judgment for that
of the arbitrator, thereby effectively disregarding the
legal mandates of the Supreme Court concerning judicial
review of labor arbitration awards, we reverse.
The arbitration matter in this case involved a grievance brought by the American Postal Workers Union
(the "Union") on behalf of an employee who had been
fired for alleged dishonesty in handling postal transactions. At `he arbitration proceeding, the employer sought
to introduce statements of the grievant made during a
custodial interrogation by federal law enforcement officers ; the arbitrator found that these statements were
elicited before the grievant had been given ~Miranda 1tape warnings and, on that account, ruled the statements
inadmissible. The arbitrator then concluded that "[h] aving excluded the Grievant's statements which form the
fundamental basis of the Postal Service charges, the removal action is not sustainable." = The arbitrator accordingly overturned the employee's dismissal and reduced it
to a long disciplinary suspension without back pay. When
the employer refused to comply with the arbitrator's
award, the Union sought enforcement in District Court.
' Sitting
§ 294(d) .

by designation

pursuant to Title 28

U.S.C.

1 Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 438 (1966) .
United States Postal Service v. American Postal Workers
Union, Case Yos . C1C-42i-D 14023 & C1C-4A-D 1024, at 18
(1983) (Mc-,'.llister, Arb .) [hereinafter arbitrator's 0-pinion],
reprinted in Appendit to Brief of Appellant at A-24.
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In a brief memorandum Opinion, the District Court
e.,mressly acknowledged that the arbitrator's judgment
was based on a plausible reading of the parties' collective
bargaining agreement. However, the trial judge adopted
an alternative interpretation of the agreement and found
that the grievant's statements were admissible ; the court
then concluded that the arbitrator's award could not be
enforced because it did not "draw its essence" from the
contract as reinterpreted by the trial judge.

`

We reverse because the trial court's judgment is
wholly at adds with federal law retarding labor arbitration . A court has no authority to discard a labor arbitration award which is concededly based on the collective
bargaining agreement and then substitute its own view
of the proper interpretation of the contract The Supreme
Court has exmlieitly prohibited a court from malcing such
a substitution. An arbitrator's award must be uaheld
when it draws its essence from the collective bargaining
agreement ; it is the arbitrator's construction of the contract that the parties bargained for and not that of the
court, and it does not matter whether the mart disagrees
with the arbitrator's judgment on the merits. See United
Steelworkers v. Enterprise Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S.
593, 599 (1960) .
In the instant case, the collective bargaining agreement
clearly states that, under the contract, the Postal Service
promises to comply with "applicable laws." Therefore,
as the District Court acknowledged, the arbitrator plainly
had the authority to consider legal rules, including the
possible requirement of a Miranda warning, in construing the contract It is irrelevant whether the arbitrator's
judgment was correct with respect to the applicability
of Miranda. 4n arbitrator's reading of the contract is
entitled to enforcement unless the award itself violates
established law or seeks to compel some unlawful action.
Here, the arbitrator's judgment was nothing more than
a ruling on the admissibility of evidence, which drew its
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essence from the parties' contract and violated no established later. A court has no choice in such a circumstance
but to uphold and enforce the arbitrator's award.
L

BACKGROUND

The grievant in the underlying dispute, Arthur Zimmerman, is a postal window and supply -clerk. An investigation by the Postal Inspection Service revealed some
irregularities in Zimmerman's accounts which led the
Inspectors to believe that Zimmerman might be converting postal funds to personal use. Accordingly, an Inspector interviewed Zimmerman in the Postal Inspectors
office regarding the suspected misappropriation of funds.
?sfter approximately one hour and twenty-eve minutes of
questioning, the Inspector read Zimmerman his Miranda
rights and presented him with a waiver. Zimmerman
then signed two statements admitting dishonesty in the
handling of postal transactions .
The Inspection Service removed Zimmermaa from his
position and brought criminal charges against him. At
the criminal trial, the court excluded Zimmerman's statemeats, ailing that they were the result of interrogation
prior to the recitation of Miranda warnings and, therefore, were obtained in violation of the Filth Amendment
Zimmerman was acquitted.
Hearings were later held before an arbitrator to determine whether the collective bargaining agreement allowed Zimmerman's removal from his position as postal
c?erlL Since the collective bargaining agreement provided that an employee could be removed only for "just
cause," the parties agreed that the issue before the arbitrator was whether just cause existed for the discharge
of Zimmermaa. Although the Postal Service introduced
evidence at the arbitration hearings which shoed that
Zimme_rraan had not followed postal regulations concerning the handling of postal funds, Zimmerman's own state-

G
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menu were the only evidence of his wrongful conversion

of funds. The Postal Service urged the arbitrator to consider the statements. The Union argued that the statements should be excluded because they had been obtained
through a custodial interrogation which was conducted
before ,Zimmerman had been read his Miranda rights .
The arbitrator ruled that "just cause" for dismissal
was .absent At the outset of his opinion, the arbitrator
idencined the Articles of the collec :1ve bargaining agreement and the postal regulations relevant to his inquiry.'
Among the provisions cited by the arbitrator was Article
3, Management Rights, which requires that the discharge
of a Postal Service employee must be "consistent with
applicable laws and regulations."

.

The arbitrator's ruling turned on his judgment that
Zimmerman's statements mere inadmissible because they
were obtained in violation of Miranda. In reaching the
conclusion that Zimmerman had been subject to a "custodial interrogation" prior to receiving Miranda warnings, the arbitrator no ed that Postal Inspectors are federal law enforcement ~~fficers, that Zimmerman was an
acknowledged suspect a ad that Zimmerman had been isolated from all outside ^_ontact during the questioning.
The arbitrator then oo awed that Miranda warnings are
a well-known safeguar to prevent individuals from being compelled to incxir mate themselves when faced with
crimin al charges. Ana statements made by tie defendant during a custodial interrogation must be excluded
from his crimin al trial unless the Government shows that
' The arbitrator cited the following Articles as "pertinent"
Article 3, Management Rights ; Article 16, Discipline Procedars ; Article 19, Handbooks and lianuals ; and Article 23,
Employee Claims. The arbitrator also cited sections concerning employee conduct and procedures for handling postal
funds which are contained in various Postal Service Manuals.
Arbitrator's Opinion at 3-5, reprinted in Appendit to Brief
of appellant at A-9 to A-11.
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the defendant was warned of and validly waived his
Miranda rights. The arbitrator concluded that Zimmerman's statements should be excluded in the vii removal
proceedings, apparently because the Postal Inspectors
sought to obtain tae statements for a criminal prosecution.
The arbitrator relined to uphold Zimmerman's dismissal because the grievani's excluded statements were
the only evidence of wrongful conversion. However; the
arbitrator decided that Zunmerman's failure to follow
postal regulations warranted some discipline. The discharge was accordingly reduced to a long disciplinary
suspension without pay, to be recorded on Zimmerman's
personnel record.

When the Postal Service declined to comply with the
arbitrator's judgment, the Union brought an action in
District Court to enforce the award. The District Court
dealt with the case on cross-motions for summary judg-

ment . In reviewing the arbitrator's award, the trial
court correctly acknowledged that an arbitration award
is entitled to deference from courts, so long as it "draws
its essence" from the collective bargaining agreement
The District Court also clearly reco gnized that there was
language in the parties' collective bargaining agreement
that "suggest (ed1 other applicable law be applied which
conceivably would include Miranda warnings."' The
District Court, however, overturned the arbitration
award based on its interpretation of Article 17, J 3 of
the collective bargaining agreement, which provides that
"[i]f an employee requests a steward or Union representative to be present during the course of an interrogation by the Inspection Service, such request will be
4 Americas Postal Workers Union ro. United States Postal
Service, Civ . Action No. 83-29?l, slip op. at 4 (D.D.C. Jan.
22, 1985), -reprinted in AppendiY to Brie= of Appellant at A-4 .

0
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granted." a The District Court reasoned that this section
of the contract revealed that the -parties to the collective
bargaining agreement must have considered the rights
of employees during an interrogation and agreed to procedures other than those provided by Alfirunda. The District Court therefore concluded that, under this alternative reading of the contract, Miranda warnings need not
be given to employees prior to a custodial interrogation.
Having substituted its judgment for that of the arbitrator, the trial court had no trouble in concluding that
the arbitrator's award did not draw its essence prom :he
collective bargaining agreement. The District Court accordingly denied the Union's motion for summary judgment and granted that of the Postal Service. The Union
appeals to this court.

II. ~ArrALYSis
A.

Standard of Review

In the landmark opinions in the Steelworkers Trilogy
the Supreme Court made it clear that a fundamental
policy of national labor legislation is to promote voluntary, binding labor arbitration. The Court held that,
where the parties have agreed to submit grievance disputes to arbitration, the course have a very circumscrined
role to play.

"

:_-

In United Steelworkers v. American Manufacturing
Co.,' the Court stated that courts have "no business
weighing the merits of the grievance," because "(t]he
agreement is to submit all grievances to arbitration, not
Agreement between United States Postal Service and
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO, National Association of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO, Art 17, § 3 (July 21, 1981July 20, 1984), reprinted in Appendix to Brief of appellant
at A-52
363 U.S. 564 (1960) .
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merely those which the court will deem meritorious."
Lik,ewise, courts called upon to review and enforce arbitration awards have only a limited role to play. In
United Steelworkers v. Enterprise Wheel & Car Corp.,'
the Court stated that judges should not second-guess arbitrators' judgments, but should only look to see whether
the award "draws its essence from the collective bargaining agreement" ° And in United Steelworkers v. Warrior
d: Giclf Navigation Co ., I° the Court made clear that the
nature of a collective bargaining agreement is different
from that of most contracts : "ii is a generalized code to
govern a myriad of cases which the draftsmen cannot
wholly anticipate ;-" 1j moreover, ii is supplemented by the
"common law of a particular industry or of a particular
plant" " The labor agreement, in other words, is a constitution of industrial self-government, in which the
knowledgeable arbitrator plays an integral park Thus,
a reviewing court's role is strictly limited to determining
whether the arbitrator exceeded his or her authority under the agreement . The court is not to concern itself
with whether the arbitrator resolved the issue correctly.
In Enterprise Wheel, the Court e:Tressly recognized
that an arbitrator, in construing as agreement, "may of
course look for guidance from many sources." u The
Court instructed that, even in the face of an ambiguous
arbitration award, a judge has no authority to secondguess arbitral judgments ; " "[i]t is the arbitrators conId. at 568 .
' 363 U.S. 393 (1960) .
Id. at 597.
10 363 U.S. 574 (1960) .
u Id. at 578.
3= Id. at 579.
13 Enterprise Wheel, 363 U.S. at 5°?.
14 See id. at 598.

9
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struction which was bargained for ; and so far as the
arbitrator's decision concerns construction of the contract, the courts have no business overruling him because their interpretation of the contract is different
from his." u Very recently, in W.R. Grace & Co. v. Local
Union 759, International Union of United Rubber Workers," the Court forcefully emphasized the continuing
validity of the highly deferential standard of review
enunciated in Enterprise Wheel :

Men the parties include an arbitration clause in
their collective-bargaining agreement, they choose to
have disDuies concerning constructions of the contract resolved by an arbitrator. Unless the arbitral
decision does not "dra [w] its essence from the collective bargaining agreement," . a court is bound to

'

..

enforce the award and is not entitled to review the
merits of the contract dispute. This remains so even
when the basis for the arbitrator's decision may be
ambiguous .l=

.
B.

.='

1. The Arbitrator's Decision Drew its Essence front
the Collective Bargaining Agreement

^F=i=
-

_

=-'

-'

Application of the Standard o f Review

We reject the District Court's decision in this case because it flies in the face of the legal principles enunciated
in Enterprise Wheel and WS. Grace. The trial court'
specifically stated that the arbitrator's interpretation was
supported by a conceivable reading of the collective bargaining agreement However, instead of accepting the
arbitrator's construction, the District Court adapted a
different interpretation white it felt was superior. It
is precisely this type of judicial selection between competing contract interpretations which is foreclosed by the
mandate of Enterprise Wheel. The parties bargained for
~ Id. at 599.

I° 461 U.S. 757 (1983) .
i' Id. at 764 (quoting Enterprise Wheel) (citations omitted) .
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the arbitrator's construction of the contract and they are
bound by it ; a court has no authority to substitute its
judgment for that of the arbitrator. At oral argument,
even counsel for the Postal Service appeared to recognize
that the District Court's rationale vas fatally Sawed. .
We reinstate the arbitrator's award because, as the
District Court initially recognized, it draws its essence
from the collective bargaining agreement It is plain
that the contract gave the arbitrator the authority to
consider the applicability of a .11iranda-cype rule. The
arbitrator stated that pertinent contract language appeared, inter a1ia, in a provision of the agreement specifying that the discharge of Postal SerPice employees
must be "consistent with applicable laws and regulations." The Miranda rule is surely within the realm
of "applicable law" when interrogation by federal law
enforcement officers leads to the discharge of an employee. Nothing in the contract describes how to handle
such a situation, nor does the agreement prohibit an arbitrator from considering the Miranda rote.
When viewed from the proper perspective, this case involves a very routine dispute over the application of as
evidentiary rule ; such disputes are standard fare for
arbitrators. The constitutional overtones emanating from
the arbitrators judgment to consider the applicability of
Miranda in no sense alter the conclusion that the arbitrator's decision reflected his interpretation o f the contract.
2. An Alleged "Mistake of Law" Does Not Alter the
Standard of Review

The Postal Service emphasizes the arbitratoz's statement that he would have upheld the discharge of Zimmerman "but for" the Miranda violation which renuired
exclusion of Zimmei-man's admission. But the critical
point in this case which is sometimes lost in the heat
of the battle over the merits of appellant's claim-is
that it does not matter whether the arbitrator's con-
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struction and applicaiton of Miranda was -correct as a
"matter of law."' During oral argument, counsel for the
Pascal Service conceded that, unless the contract expressly
limited the arbitrators authority, an arbitraI decision
to exclude evidence under the 'hearsay rule" would not
be subject ~ to judicial review, -even' if the court believed
that _ the . arbitrator had made a so-called "mistake of
': law" in interpreting the hearsay rule. This hypothetical
situation is essentially indistinguishable from the case
. at bar. - .In either case, the arbitrator's decision really

--==~ conccras~ only the meaning of the contract . Therefore;
~;~ '-~:~.-12caurts :need not fear that they are sanctioning bad law

~~-by not correcting arbitrators' alleged legal errors .
!---R-Professor Theodore St Antoine's description of the
bitrator's role as that of designated "contract reader"
for the parties is one of the better analyses of this
,;~-=-- pointu According to St. Antoine, the adoption of an
arbitration clause indicates that the parties have agreed
to employ an arbitrator as their "contract reader" and
empowered him or her to render a binding interpretation
of the collective bargaining agreement. When construe
tion of the contract implicitp or directly requires an
application of "external law," i.e., statutory or decisional
law, the parties have necessarily bargained for the arbitrator's interpretation of the law and are bound by it.
Since the arbitrator is the "contract reader," his interpretation of the law becomes part of the contract and thereby
part of the private law governing the relationship between the parties to the contract Thus, the parties may
not seek relief from the courts for an alleged mistake of
law by the arbitrator. They have agreed to be bound by
the arbitrator's interpretation without regard to whether
a judge would reach the same result if the matter were
heard in court. The parties' remedy in such cases is the
I' St. Antoine, Judicial Review of Labor Arbitration
Awards : A Second Look at Enterprise 7heel aid its Progeny,
7512ica. L. REV . 1137 (1977) .

.-
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same remedy they possess whenever they are not satisfied
with the arbitrator's performance of his or her job :
negotiate a modification of the contract or hire a new
arbitrator.
In another brilliant article on this subject, Professor
David Feller persuasively defends the federal labor policy
of nonintervention in the arbitral process.l° FelIer correctly points out that, in the typical labor contract, a
critically important part of the bargain is the agreement
that disputes between the parties will be governed by
the rules contained in the contract as they map be interpreted and applied by the parties' arbitrator. When
the courts intervene and supply their own interpretation
of the agreement, this undermines a substantial basis of
the parties' bargain.

The views of Professor St Antoine and Professor Feller
are not the philosophical leanings of misguided scholars.
Rather, their positions are precisely consistent with the
vies enunciated by the Supreme Court in Enterprise
Wheel and W.R. Grace & Co. No matter how these cases
are labeled, this circuit, and others as well, have recog
sized that

an award mill not be vacated even though the arbitrator map have made, in the eyes of judges, errors
of fact and law unless it "compels the violation of
law or conduct contrary to accepted public policy." "

19 Feller, A General Theory of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement, 61 CAI.1F. L. REV. 663 (19'73) .
=° IVashington-Baltimore Newspaper Gux7d, Local 35 m.
Washington Post Co., 442 F.Zd 1234, 1239 (D .C. Cir. 1971)
(Quoting Gulf States Telephone Co. v. Local 1692, International Brotherhood of Etectrzcal RTOrkers, 416 F?d 198, 201
(5th Cir. 1969) ), quoted with approval in Washington Hospital Center v. Semite Employees International Union, Local
722, ?46 F.2d 1603, 1514 (D .C. Cir. 1984) ; see also tiV:Uo v.
Swan, 346 U.S. 427, 436-37 (1953) ("interpretations of the
law by the arbitrators in contrast to manifest disregard are
not subject, in the federal court, to judicial review for error

. ..
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Thus, in the instant case, the legal propriety of the
arbitrator's decision to exclude the employee's statements
is irrelevant Indeed, if a district court had made the
same legal ruling while presiding over a civil trial, -it is
conceivable that eve might reverse in light of the Supreme Court's ruling that statements obtained in violation
of the Fourth -Amendment are admissible in civil deportation hearings.=1 We are not, however, considering the
decision of a district court on this legal issue, but rather
the decision of an arbitrator. Our review of an arbitrator's award is strictly limited to determining whether
the award draws its essence from the contract .ti4e possess
no unbridled authority to review the correctness of an
arbitrator's decision of law under the contract.
3. The Postal Service's, Argument in Favor . of an
Alternative Reading of the Contract is lYleritless

,,_

Finally, we must reject the Postal Service's argument
~.. that the award does not draw its essence from the contract because the arbitrator did not adopt the alternative
interpretation relied upon by the District Court In par-

~ ' bcnlar, the trial court looked to Section 3 of Article 17
of the collective bargaining agreement, which provides

a.,
~::~
=~
r.

is interpretation" (footnote omitted) ) ; Local 883' Ircternatiorc¢L Brotherhood of Teamsters v. Jersey Coast Egg Pra
ducers, Inc., 773 F.2d 530, 533 (3d Mr. 1985) (erroneous
interpretation of law is no grounds to set aside arbitral
award) ; Capital District Chapter of New York State, P.D.CA .
v. International Brotherhood of Painters, Local Union Noa .
201, 12 & 622, 743 F.2d 142, 148 (2d Cir. 1984) (citing
WiZko for proposition that arbitrators' interpretations of law
are not subject to judicial review for error in interpretation) ;
George Dad Construction Co. v. United Brotherhood of CarPesters, Local 351,, ?22 F.2d 1471, 1477 (9th Mr. 1984)
(arbitral award which represents plausible interpretation o=
contract must be enforced notwithstanding erroneousness of
legal conclusions) .
A Immigration & Naturalization Service ro. Lopez-d2endoza,
Ia4 S. CL 3478 (19Rd~

_ .

''

~~s . .ya

.

".

--~-

-

-
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that employees ma r request that a steward or Union

representative be, present during any inierrog-Atiori.~ The
Postal Service does not argue that the bett& ihterpreta"
tion of the cohtraet'.rtsts on floe section, bate rather that
the arbitrator failed to consider this sectioif when construing the contract. If the arbitrator had- rendered a

judgment bat:d~ on eYternai legal sources;- ftolly without

regard to the terms of the parties' contract, then the

award' could= not be said to drams its- essence from' the

contract Such is not the case here. In the instant case,

the arbitrator in his written opinion- identified the perti-

nent. contract' provisions, including a'. provision which
reqqires the-.,. Postal Service to act" in aceordaace with

"applicable-- laws" when discharging employees . Moreover, tie arbitrator made clear that the issue jvas whether
"just cause" e:cisted~"plainly 'a contract ~ iri~~ezpretation

question . The arbitrator simply ~ did not agree with the
Postal Service's evaluation of which contract provisions

were most relevant. The arbitrator's selection of pertinent

"

contract provisions was itself an interpretation of the
contract which this court has no authority to disturb.
Therefore, we reject this argument by the Postal Service.
4. Considerations of So-Caned "Public Policy"

There is one final point-in this case that deserves mention. The Postal Service claims that, even- if the arbitrator's award draws= its essence from the contract, it
should be set aside as ~ violative of "public policy." We
reject this contention-. as baseless under existing law.
As noted above, it is well-understood that courts will
not enforce an arbitration award if the award' itself
violates established law ox seeks to compel some unlawful
action . However, this rule, which is sometimes referred to
as a public ' policy exception, is extremely narrow. ~ In
W.R. Grace, the Supreme Court has e-pIaineti that,' in
order to provide the basis for an eYCepiion, the public
policy in question "must be well defined and dominant
-- r4 iQ to be ascertained `by reference - to the lames anc
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legal precedents end nit from general considerations of
supposed public interests.' " =; Obviously, the exception
is desert to be narrow so as to limit potentially intrrxsive judicial review of arbitration awards under the
guise of "public policy~"

It is not at all clear that the reference to "public
policy" in W.R. Grace denotes anything more or different
than what the darts have said over the dears in construBut, in any event, it 3s plain
ing Enterprise tiTheel .
from the language in TTI:4R. Grace itself that the Cour
meant to say only that an arbitration award may not
be enforced if it transgresses "well c3efined" and "dormnant" "lames and legal precedents." It is also clear from
the opinion n W.R . Grace that judges have no license to
impose their own brand of justice in determining applicabls public policy ; thus, the exception applies only when
the public policy emanates from clear statuor;y or _ case
lam, "not from general considerations of supposed public
interests." z;

There is surely no doubt that tie instant ease does not
pose a situation requiring the invocation of a public
p oHcy exception. The arbitrator's award was not itself
unlawful, for there is no legal proscription against the
reinstatement of a person such as the
evant. And the
award did not otherwise have the effect of mandating
any illegal conduct. In other words, even if, the ar3aitratar's view of Miranda was wrong, his decision to
M 461 U.S. at 766 (quotzng Muschany v, united States, 324 .
U.S. 49, 68 (1945) ) .
23 See, e.g., Washington-Baltimore Newspaper GzszZdy Local
s5 u, Washington Post Co., 442 F.2d I234, I23J (D .C. Cir.
1971) ("an award will not be vacated even though the arbitrator map have made, in the eyes of judges, errors of fact
and law unless it `compe?s the violation of tags- or conduct
cantrar7 to accepted public policy' ") .
=' TV.R. Grace, 461 U.S. at ?66 (quo ~i~tg Muschany v. Unified
SErtfaQ
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exclude the grievanes statements did not in any manner
violate the law or cause the employer to act unlaRfulIy.25
In addition, and most importantly, the grievance plainly
raised an arbitrable issue ; the arbitrator was properly
designated and authorized to hear the case ; and the
arbitral judgment rested on an interpretation of the
contract
The Postal Service seeks some solace from a decision of
the First Circuit in which the court refused to enforce
an arbitrator's reinstatement of a convicted felon."
Frankly, we find it difficult to square either the rationale
or the result in the cited case with the Supreme Court's
decision in W.R . (Trace; however, we need not labor over
the question here. In the instant case, the grievant was
acanitted of all criminal charges ; therefore, the case
relied upon by the Postal Service is inapposite . In short,
there is no valid basis whatsoever for us to decline to
enforce the arbitrator's award on grounds of public
policy. For us to embrace the employer's argument here
would be to run the risk of allowing an :01-defined "public
policy" exception to swallow the rule in favor of judicial
deference to arbitration. We will not endorse any such
blatant disregard of the teachings of Enterprise Wheel
and yP.R. Grace.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the judgment of the
District Court is reversed. The case is remanded to the
trial court with instructions to enter judgment for the
appellant
So ordered,
' Cf. Washington Post v. Washington-Baltimore Newspaper
GiciZd, Local 35, No. 85-5I93, slip op. at 4 (D .C. Mr., Apr. 4,
1986) ("SPe need not defer to an award which contemplates
a violation of law.") .
2° United States Postal Service v. American Postal Workers .
tJriim ?36 F.2d 822 ( Ist Cir. 1984) .
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LABOR RELATIONS

UNITED STATES
JUPOST/2L SERVICE

May 17, 1995

Mr . William Burrus
Executive Vice President
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
1300 L Street, N .W .

Washington, DC
Dear Mr .

20005-4128

\` .

Burrus :

This is in response to your further correspondence dated
April 20 concerning Rural Carrier Relief (RCR) employees and
the extent to which they may perform APWU bargaining unit
work .
As you and
there does
the Postal
not hold a
bargaining

Patricia Heath of my staff discussed last week,
not appear to be any dispute between the APWU and
Service at this level on this subject .
RCRs who do
dual appointment as a casual may perform APWU
unit work only as specified in Article 3 .

If you wish to provide more information concerning any office
in which you perceive there may be a problem, please feel free
to contact Ms . Heath at 268-3813 .
Sincerely,

J

Anth ny J . V gliante
Manager
Contract Administration

475 UENFANT PLAZA SW
WASHINGTON DC 20260-4100

(APWU/NPMHU)

i'
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V
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO
1300 L Street. NW Washington, DC 20005

Wllllam Burros
Executive Vice President
(202) 842-4246

April 20, 1995
Dear Mr. Vegliante :
With further response to our exchange of correspondence regarding the use of
Rural Carrier Relief (RCR) employees who are not designated as duel appointees
to perform APWU bargaining unit work. Perhaps 1 was not sufficiently clear in
my letter of March 30, 1995. The reason for raising the issue was that managers
in the Southern Region are interpreting the agreement to mean that RCRs who
have not been designated as dual appointees may be permitted to perform as
APWU casuals in circumstances that are not covered by Article 3. F of the
National Agreement. It was not my intent to interpret the rights of the employer
under Article 3 which are not in dispute.

National Executive Board
Moe Bitter
President
William Burrus
Executive Vice President
Douglas C. Holbrook
Secretary-Treasurer

If the intent of your response is that the use of RCRs, who have not been
designated as dual appointees, is limited to the application of Article 3.F, there
is no disagreement between the games. However, if the employer interprets the
agreement as permitting their use in non-emergency circumstances, it will be
necessary that we have a fuller understanding of our respective positions.

Thomas A. Nedl
Industrial Relations Director
Robert L Tunstall
Director. Clerk Division
James W UngDerg
Dvector, Maintenance Division
Donald A. Ross
Director. MVS Division

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

George N. nncKe,then
Director, SOM Division

Sincerely,
Regional Coordinators
James P Williams

Central Region

~S~~C+~Mti ~~.~5
William Burros
Executive Vice President

Jim Burke
Eastern Region
ELIdbeIh'LiY Powell
Northeast Region
Terry Stapieron

Anthony J. Vegliante, Manager
Grievance & Arbitration Division
United States Postal Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza, SW
Washington, DC 20260

Southern Region
Raydell R. Moore
Western Region
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April 18,

1995

Mr . William Burrus
Executive Vice President
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
1300 L Street, N .W .
20005-41 2 8
Washington, DC
Dear Mr .

"

Burrus :

This letter is in response to your March 30 inquiry
requesting our interpretation of your position regarding
the use of Rural Carrier Relief (RCR) employees who are not
designated as dual appointees to perform APWU bargaining
unit work .

It is the Postal Service's position that rural carrier
craft employees who are not designated as dual appointees
may be assigned to perform duties in other crafts,
including crafts represented by the APWU, in emergency
situations as specified in Article 3 .F of the National
Agreement .
I trust that if you have any further concerns, you will not
hesitate to make me aware of them .
Sincerely,

on
J.
egliante
4n
M
ager
Contract Administration

0
475 UENFANT PLAZA SW
WAsmNCroH DC 20260-4700

(APWU/NPMHU)
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American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO
1300 L Street, NW Washington . DC 20005

March 30, 1995
eurtis

William
Executive Vice President

(202) 84Z-4246

National Executive Board

Moe Bitter
,resident

«~t

Executive Vice President
Douglas C. HOIbrOOk

Secretary-Treasurer

Ne,ll

Thomas A.
industrial Relations Director

«o~. Clerk Division

Robert L. Tunitdll

Dire

lames w I,ngberg
Director. Maintenance Division

Donald A. R°51

Director, MVS Division
George N . nncKe~cnen

Dir2CIOr, $DM Division

Regional Coordinators
James P Williams
Central R egion
Jim BurkC

Eastern Region
Elizabeth 'Liz' Powell

Dear Mr. Ye liarue:
We have been engaged in recent discussions to resolve the outstanding casual
issues . The use of mail handler casuals in APWU crafts is one of the outstanding
issues that is being discussed. A recent issue of casual usage is the contractual
interpretation of the proper use of RCR casuals in the APWU crafts . Unlike the
mail handler circumstances, the parties have a long standing practice of
designating RCR casuals as "dual appointments" in those circumstances where
it is intended to use them in APWU crafts. Postal management in the Southern

Region has interpreted the agreement as permitting the use of RCR casuals who
eve not been designated as dual appointments to perform APWU bargaining unit
work.

The union interprets the agreement as limiting the use of RCRs solely as
replacement of rural carriers who are absent from work or who are in need of
assistance. The exception to this rule is when an RCR has been designated as a
dual appointee. Under the loner circumstance, they may be employed as
replacements for rural carriers at the appropriate RCR compensation or may be
employed as casuals in either rural carriers or APWU bargaining unit duties and
compensated as casuals. Under no circumstances may an RCR who has not been
designated as a dual appointee, as noted on the Form 50, be permitted to perform
APWU bargaining unit work.
I request that you renew the appropriate regulations pertaining to the proper use
of RCRs and advise of the employer's interpretation .
With kindest regardr, I remain

NOrthCdi[ Region

Yours in union solidarity,

Terry Scapieton
Southern Region
RayOell 2 Mopre

Western Region

William Bun-us
Anthony Vegliante, Manager
Grievance & Arbitration
475 L'Enfant Plaza, SW
Washington, DC 20260
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